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	HEADLINE: L. americanus genome lacks several Las pathogenicity genes. 
	TITLE: Genomic sequencing to closure of a curated Florida citrus greening strain of Candidatus Liberibacter asiaticus
	DATE: 4/19/2011
	SPONSOR: [Citrus Research and Development Foundation]
	CATEGORY: [Culture, Molecular Biology, Koch's Postulates]
	ABSTRACT:      In the present study, performed in collaboration with Dr. Nelson Wulff at Fundecitrus, we have nearly completed the genomic sequencing of Ca. L. americanus (Lam) strain “São Paulo” isolated from infected periwinkle from Brazil.       The draft genomic DNA sequence of Ca. L. americanus (Lam) strain “São Paulo” isolated from infected periwinkle (Vinca) in Brazil has been assembled and annotation begun.  A total of 1,743,660 shotgun library reads of 1.2 kb average insert size were assembled into 6,293 contigs of avg. size > 2.8 kb.  Following gap closure by PCR, the Lam genome now has a total of 1,240,227 bps in 30 contigs.  The average length of the contigs is 29,956 bps, with the largest being 332,541 bps.  All contigs have been extensively confirmed by PCR.  The average GC content of Lam is 30% (Min: 21%, Max: 36%).  Approximately 80% of this DNA encodes genes, and 1,096 total proteins have been predicted.  The overall gene organization and structure of the Lam genome is more similar to Lso than to Las.  There are 845 genes common to Lam, Lso and Las, 26 genes found in Lam and Lso but not Las, and only 6 genes common to Lam and Las but not found in Lso.  The latter included a DNA uptake competence gene.       Lam phage sequences corresponding to both SC1 and SC2 of Las were found, although SC1 (and not SC2 as in Las) appears to replicate as an integrative plasmid prophage. Las phage were found to become lytic in plant infections (Zhang et al. 2011); Lam appears to have same potential (ie., Las and Lam both carry "suicide program" or lytic cycle genes).SC2 in Lam Sao Paulo has clearly degenerated to a nearly nonfunctional state (in terms of lytic cycle, but its replication was detected in circular form.  SC1 in Lam appears to more assume the role played by SC2 in Las, since its replication is high, and it carries two peroxidase genes that are likely to be needed for pathogenicity of plants and possibly transmission in psyllids.  Notably, 2 of 4 peroxidase genes were missing on the SC2 phage, as well as 2 adhesins (surface anchor proteins).  The reduced number of adhesins may be relevant to transmission.  The reduced number of peroxidase genes may explain why Lam symptoms in infected citrus varieties are more severe than symptoms elicited by Las affecting the same variety, since reactive oxygen production by plants mimics many of the chlorotic symptoms of HLB.   Also missing from both Lam phage were the possible colicin and anticolicin genes found in Las; this may render Lam sensitive to the presence of Las.
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